Screen-printed passivated emitter and rear cells (PERC) require Ag pads on the rear side to enable solderable connections for module integration. These Ag pads are separated from the silicon by a dielectric layer to avoid recombination of minority charge carriers. The drawback of this configuration is an elongated transport path for the majority charge carriers generated above the pads. This results in an increase in series resistance. The strength of this effect depends on charge carrier generation above the Ag pads that critically depends on shading of the cell's front side. Ag pads are usually wider than the busbars or the interconnector ribbons and thus are only partially shaded. We build PERC test structures with various rear side configurations of Ag and Al screen printing as well as with and without laser contact openings (LCO). Using experiments and finite element simulations we investigate the impact of shading the Ag pads by the busbars and other means. While fully shaded regions do not increase the lumped solar cell's series resistance, unshaded Ag pads lead to an increase of about 37%.
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Introduction
The standard interconnection technique for industrial screen-printed crystalline Si solar cells is soldering [1] . However, soldering requires a solderable cell metallization, like silver or copper, since Al is not solderable with the standard processes used in the PV industry [2] . The front side metallization of screen-printed PERC solar cells is made out of silver. On the rear side Al screen printing is used to enable the formation of a local Al back surface field (BSF). To enable soldering on the rear side Ag or Ag-Al metallizations are applied locally. These regions are called solder or Ag pads. Comparing the solder pads of various commercial cell manufacturers we find pad widths from 2.5 to 4 mm. They are thus considerably wider than the front side busbars, which are typically 0.5 mm for solar cells with five busbars and 1.2 mm for three busbar cells. The pads are also wider than the interconnector ribbons that measure 0.8 to 2 mm in width. The reason for the pads being wider than the ribbons is to allow some alignment tolerance for the tabber-stringer tool. In case of cells without dielectric rear side passivation layer, the Ag pads suppress the formation of an Al BSF. This leads to an increased recombination and reduces the cell efficiency by 0.1-0.4% abs . [3, 4] . In case of PERC solar cells, the pads are printed on the dielectric passivation stack so that this decrease is not expected [5] and no contact to the Si is formed. However, majority charge carriers generated above the solder pads have an elongated transport path. This causes an increased series resistance, similarly to the effects observed above the emitter busbar in back contacted solar cells [6] . Here, we investigate the series resistance effects by the solder pads and its dependence on the width of the pad and the shading of the pad.
Experimental investigations of PERC cells with Ag solder pads
We have to differentiate between two effects, first a possible increase in recombination in the area of the Ag pads and second an elongated majority charge carrier transport. For this reason we process five groups (1-5) of PERC solar cells [7] on 2.3 cm p-type wafers. All cells feature four 1 mm-wide busbars. The rear side is passivated by 5 nm AlO x and 100 nm SiN x . LCOs are formed only in those regions that will later be covered by Al, i.e., not in the regions of the pads. For I-V-testing the front side busbar is contacted by contact bars, which are 2.7 mm wide. In order to quantify the impact of the pads on the cell I-V-parameters in more detail and to omit shading effects, we fabricate different solar cells, where the pads (3.2 × 7. For IV-testing we contact the front side busbar by contact pins that are equidistantly mounted to a bar (2.7 mm wide) and held in a frame. The type A uncertainty of the measurement device for PERC cells is for the efficiency 0.04% abs , for the short-circuit current J sc 0.04mA/cm², for V oc 0.1mV, and for the fill factor FF 0.13% abs . Table 1 gives the IV-parameters of the cells of group 1-5. As observed in the PL images, the Ag paste (Ag/LCO and Ag/nC) increases the recombination, which reduces the V oc by 4 mV. Regions without LCOs (Al/nC and Ag/nC) or with Ag pads (Ag/LCO and Ag/nC), where no Al BSF enables a base contact, increase the series resistance significantly from 0.41 cm² (group 1) up to 0.60 cm² as determined by the double-light method (DLM) at maximum power point (MPP) [9, 10] . Since the determination of R s includes various measurement uncertainties (J mpp and V mpp for two measurements), we additionally give the series resistance as determined by comparing the fill factor of the J sc -V oc and the IV-characteristics (R s FF) [9, 10] . The cells without pads have a series resistance of 0.47 cm², whereas cells with pads have series resistances up to 0.61 cm². LCOs above the Ag pads (Ag/LCO) have no influence on the V oc as predicted in Ref. [5] and no significant effect on the series resistance, since no Ohmic contact is formed. Comparing the cells without Ag pads (Al/LCO) and the cells with pads under the busbar (Ag/nC BB) we observe a reduced effect on the V oc and only a minor effect on the R s since the pads are shaded. 
Reducing the impact of the Ag pads
We observe that the Ag pads have an impact on the series resistance and on the open-circuit voltage. In order to minimize the latter effect we investigate an increased SiN x thickness on the rear side. Therefore, we fabricate four different groups:
A: Ag/nC/100 nm: Cells with Ag pads between the busbars, no LCOs above the pads and a 100 nm SiN x layer. Figure 1(c) shows the spatially resolved series resistance mapping based on luminescence images (PL-R s ) [8] . All solar cells show an increased series resistance in the pad regions, especially the cell Al/nC, where less recombination occurs. Due to the shading by the contact bars the effect is less pronounced for the cells Ag/nC BB. Since our hypothesis is that the elongated current path of the majority carriers causes the increase in series resistance, narrower Ag pads should reduce the series resistance contribution. We process one batch of solar cells and vary the pad thickness. Table 2 shows the resulting IV parameters of this batch. Comparing the cells without solder pads and the ones with the wide pads (w p = 3.2 mm) shows a difference of R s of 50 to 72 m cm². However, reducing the width of the pads to 2.1 mm, i.e., below the width of the measuring bars (2.7 mm), results in a comparable series resistance with respect to the solar cells without solder pads. 
Shading effects during cell measurements
During cell measurements contact bars, each with a shading width w s of 2.7 mm contact the solar cells. We observed in the previous section for Ag pads with a width of 2.1 mm that there is no impact of the pads on the series resistance. One reason might be that due to the shading no charge carriers are generated above the pad and thus in this measurement configuration the pad has no impact on series resistance. Measuring a full cell with Kelvin contacts (two narrow contact needles, see Fig. 3 ), which do not shade the front side, is challenging due to series resistances in the contacts transporting the whole current of a large solar cell. Therefore, we laser cut cell pieces in the size of 30.8 × 7.5 mm² of solar cells processed as the ones in group 5, i.e, the Ag pads are located under the busbars. However, these cells have a 200 nm SiN x instead of 100 nm, such that the open circuit voltage should be unaffected by enhanced recombination in the region of the Ag pads. These cell stripes are as wide as the distance between two busbars. The busbar is located in the center of the small cell. We choose the height similar as the height of the Ag pads, such that we have cells featuring an Ag pad on the whole busbar length. We measure 16 small cells that feature a pad on the rear side and 16 cells without solder pads. The cells are first measured using the contact frame with the 2.7-mm-wide contact bars, which shade the cell's front side. Since the small cells have a similar shading by the metal grid as the large cells, we use the same calibration as for the large cells, i.e., the light intensity is adjusted by an independently calibrated cell to match the cell current of an unshaded cell. Then, the cells are measured with the Kelvin contacts that avoid any shading, while keeping the short circuit current density for each cell constant with respect to the contact bar measurement. Therefore, we avoid any effects due to different current levels. Fig. 3 . Sketch of contact schemes: On the left side Kelvin contacts that do not shade the active cell are shown and on the right side the contact bar, which is much wider than the busbar is indicated. Table 3 shows that for cells without Ag pad the measuring configuration has no significant impact on the series resistance or other cell parameters. However, the cells with an Ag pad show a significant increase in series resistance of about 90 m cm², when measured without shading compared to the case with the contact bar. This results in a reduction of the fill factor of 0.4% abs . Comparing the measurements using the Kelvin contacts for the solar cells with and without Ag pads, we observe an increase in series resistance of 177 m cm², i.e. almost two times larger compared to the measurements with the contact bar. The measurements with the Kelvin contacts show a difference in fill factor for the cells with and without Ag pads of 1.1% abs . Since the small cells are cut from the same large solar cells and from neighboring parts they show similar V oc and J sc values. However, due to the change in FF the efficiency is 0.2% abs lower.
Dependence of the series resistance on the front side shading width
In section three we observed that the proportion between the pad and the shading width has an impact on the strength of the series resistance due to an elongated current path. Therefore, we measure with Kelvin contacts and shade the front side by a black piece of paper with varying shading width w s , see inset in Fig. 4 . Again, we keep the short circuit current constant for all measurements. For the measurement of the cell without Ag pad we observe a linear increase in series resistance by the fill factor method (R s FF). This increase in dependence of the shading width is caused by higher resistive power losses in the front metal grid, since the same current is generated at a larger distance from the busbar, where it is collected by the Kelvin contacts. The cell piece with Ag pad shows the same dependence for w s > 3.5 mm > w p , i.e. when the shading is wider than the pad. For w s < 3.5 mm we observe a drastic increase in series resistance.
In order to verify the hypothesis that the increase in series resistance is caused due to the elongated current path for majority carriers, we perform numerical simulations using the conductive boundary model [11] as implemented in Quokka 2.2.4 [12] . The unit cell is 19.25 × 0.41 mm² in size, i.e., half the distance between two busbars times half the pitch of the rear contacts. We vary the shading width on the front side and focus on two cases: (i) the rear contact and the back surface field (BSF) is on the whole length of the unit cell corresponding to a cell without Ag pad (w p = 0 mm) and (ii) the rear contact and the BSF are interrupted on a length of 1.6 mm to simulate an Ag pad with w p = 3.2 mm. We scale the light intensity depending on the shading width in order to keep the current constant for all simulations as in the experiments. The Quokka simulations include the increase in resistive losses in the emitter due to the increased current densities in the illuminated regions. The increase in series resistance in the fingers is calculated analytically assuming a finger resistance of 38.2 /m [13] . To match the experimental data, the external series resistance is set for all simulations to 160 m cm², which is used as only free parameter. Figure 4 shows the resulting simulated R s extracted with the DLM as a function of the shading width w s . The simulations without Ag pad reproduce the slope of the experimental values well and therefore the increase in series resistance with increased shading width can be explained by the increased emitter and finger resistive power losses. For w s > w p the simulations for the cell with Ag pad show the same growth in series resistance as the cell with Ag pad. However, for w s < w p R s increases rapidly with decreasing shading width. Since effects in the emitter and the metallization are for both cases equal, we attribute the increase in series resistance for w s < w p to the different transport in the bulk and in the back surface field. However, the BSF is as long as the contact region, therefore no significant transport is expected in the BSF. This leads us to the conclusion that the change in series resistance is caused by the majority carrier transport within the Si bulk above the Ag pad.
Conclusion
We observe two effects due to the application of Ag pads on PERC solar cells: (1) the decrease of the passivation quality of the dielectric layer between Ag and Si and (2) the increase of the series resistance due to an elongated current path for majority carriers generated above the pads. The first effect can be reduced by increasing the thickness of the passivation layer on the rear side from 100 nm to 200 nm SiN x . Alternatively, Ag pastes that have less impact on the passivation quality may be used, even though the used paste is already a non-firing though paste.
On small-sized solar cells having Ag pads on the full length of the cell parallel to the busbar the second effect leads to an increase in series resistance of 177 m cm² and a difference in fill factor of 1.1% abs . In case of a fullsized solar cells with only six pads the pads have in sum a length of 43.2 mm, which corresponds to 28% of the cell length. Scaling the fill factor loss by this 28% results in a decrease in FF of 0.3% abs and efficiency of 0.1% abs . Depending on the pad configuration, e.g. 10 Ag pads per busbar, the effect can reach easily a decrease in efficiency of 0.2% abs .
This effect can be omitted by reducing the pad width to the width of the front side shading as shown by the experiments and simulations. Thus, the pads should have a similar width as the ribbons used for interconnection to shade the pads. This avoids generation of charge carriers above the pads, which contribute to the lumped series resistance of the cell. The detection of the pad-induced R s depends on the shading of the contact bar during IVcharacterization and demands for improved contact concepts during measurements. In the final module the pads are shaded by the interconnector ribbons. If these are narrower than the contact bars, this results in an additional loss when comparing the cell tester results and the module performance.
